SCAVENGER HUNT
Eagle Building
First Floor

1.

What was the most widely used primary trainer plane in the WWII?

2.

What was the “Kaydets” maximum speed? _____________________________________

3.

What was the first fighter aircraft with the engine thrust greater than the weight of the plane?

4.

Who was the Colonel that helped create the new city of “Warner Robins”?

5.

What bomber plane did the 483rd Bomber Squadron fly during WWII?

6.

The F-84-E “Thunderjet” was the first USAF jet fighter capable of:
________________________________________________________________________

7.

AVG” are the initials of what group: ___________________________________________

8.

The l4th Air Force was under the Command of:

9.

What is the name of the pilot on the P-40N “Warhawk” flown by the Flying Tigers?
_________________________________________________________________________

10.

List the events below in chronological order, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th :

(

) Attack on Pearl Harbor

(

) Korean

(

) Vietnam War (

Thank you for visiting the Museum of Aviation

) WWII

ANSWERS
1. PT-17 “Kaydet”
2. 125 MPH
3. F-15 “Eagle”
4. Col Charles E. Thomas
5. B–17 “Flying Fortress”
6. Carrying a Tactical Nuclear Weapon
7. “American Volunteer Group”
8. Brigadier General Claire Chennault
9. Col. Robert L. Scott
10. (1) WWII (2) Attack on Pearl Harbor
(3) Korean War (4) Vietnam War

Gift Shop
Please visit the Gift Shop and take home the perfect memory of your visit to the
Museum of Aviation. The Gift Shop is located on the first floor of the Eagle
Building and sells everything from the smallest souvenirs to apparel, books,
stuffed animals and toys.
Remember tax is 7% on all items.
Motion Based Virtual Reality Simulator
Experience the thrill of leaving Earth or having an adventure under the sea,
without actually leaving the museum, thanks to an exciting new motion-based
virtual reality (VR) attraction in the
Museum’s Eagle building. This ride seats 4 visitors per ride.
Cost is $10 per person / $8 for field trip participants with coupon.

